The authors sought to evaluate the accuracy of instantaneous wave-Free Ratio (iFR) pullback measurements to predict post-percutaneous coronary intervention (PCI) physiological outcomes, and to quantify how often iFR pullback alters PCI strategy in real-world clinical settings.
The instantaneous wave-Free Ratio (iFR) is an alternative pressure-based coronary physiological index that does not require pharmacological hyperemia (8) . Because of the stability of resting coronary flow across a wide range of lesion severities (9, 10) , in tandem or diffuse disease, the determination of iFR for each stenosis in isolation is theoretically permissible (11) . Therefore, an iFR pullback recording provides a physiological map of lesion severity along the length of a vessel and can be used to predict the physiological outcome post virtual PCI with a high degree of accuracy (11) . However, until recently, the ability to generate an iFR pullback recording was only possible using offline computer algorithms that limited real-world clinical applicability.
In this study, we report the findings of the first-inman global multicenter study using online-generated iFR-pullback curves to predict physiological outcomes post-PCI; and assess the impact of the availability of these data on procedural decision making. 
RESULTS STUDY DEMOGRAPHICS.
A total of 159 patients (81% male, 67 AE 12 years of age) with 168 coronary vessels eligible for PCI were prospectively enrolled ( Table 1) .
Clinical presentations included stable angina (83%), unstable angina (8%), non-ST-segment elevation
(A) Angiographic images were analyzed to detect epicardial lesions and landing zones. Operators were asked to prospectively document their plans for PCI based on angiographic image assessment. This planning phase was completed before any physiological measurements and was documented prospectively on the case report form. (B) iFR was measured in the distal portion of the coronary artery and followed by a resting iFR pullback recording. During the pressure wire pullback, regular fluoroscopic recordings of the wire position were made, and the iFR gradient was calculated across each angiographically-detected epicardial lesion. Abbreviations as in Figure 1 .
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Length of lesions identified for revascularization
The availability of iFR pullback data decreased the total lesion length identified for revascularization from 31.3 AE 1.3 mm after angiography alone to 26.9 AE 1.3 mm after iFR pullback (p < 0.0001 for difference) (Figures 2 and 5A) . Disagreement between total lesion length identified by angiography alone and iFR pull- Numbers indicate the number of coronary lesions; 0 indicates no significant flowlimiting epicardial lesions in an interrogated patient. In cases with a bold number, angio-guided percutaneous coronary intervention strategy was the same as iFR pullback-guided strategy in terms of the lesion number. In the other cases, iFR pullback changed procedural strategy from a strategy based on angiographic data only.
iFR ¼ instantaneous wave-Free Ratio; LM ¼ left main stem coronary artery.
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CLINICAL IMPLICATIONS. In this study, online iFR pullback was used to quantify the hemodynamic impact of individual lesions in tandem or diffuse disease and predict the improvement in iFR units post-PCI. In the planning of revascularization, online iFR pullback may be useful to evaluate whether a particular proposed PCI strategy might be expected to achieve a physiologically favorable result, even when single or multiple lesions within diffusely diseased vessels are observed. iFR Pullback Prediction of Physiological Outcomes
